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IJCVR is an international refereed journal in the field of image
processing, pattern recognition, machine vision and image
understanding, providing an international forum for
professionals, engineers and researchers.
Contents:
IJCVR reports various intelligent and soft computing
techniques in the areas of image processing and pattern
recognition. This also encourages the researchers to
integrate various techniques of computer vision with
robotics, image understanding and cognitive science.
Special Issues devoted to important topics in the areas
image processing, pattern recognition, machine vision and
image understanding will also be published periodically.
Topics covered include:
• Early vision, vision systems
• Computer vision, AI applications
• Computer games and animation
• Computational geometry
• Shape/range/motion analysis
• Signal/image processing
• Image matching, medical imaging
• Pattern/face recognition
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Architecture, languages
Parallel computer vision
Interactive computational models
Biological vision, alternative eyes
3D vision/perception
Cognition
Robotics, multi-sensory data fusion
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